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This paper investigates optimal glider trajectories for gaining altitude from thermal updraft columns
(“thermaling”). Thermal updraft columns provide a natural energy resource that can be beneficial for enabling long-
term autonomous soaring objectives. In this paper, computational optimal control is used to investigate possible
alternatives to the common strategy of circularly orbiting the thermal to harvest potential energy. The Legendre–
Gauss–Lobatto pseudospectral method is applied to a simulated glider in multiple scenarios over a range of thermal
sizes, thermal intensities, and glider start conditions. Results for the Gedeon thermal model, which simulates dropoff
in wind intensity with distance from the thermal core and additionally incorporates external downdrafts, are
considered. These are then compared in performance to centered circular orbiting as well as two other alternate
heuristic strategies suggestedby the optimal control results: off-centered circular orbiting and“figure eights”. Results
suggest benefits to using alternatives to centered circular orbiting when encountering small-diameter thermal
updrafts. Results also support the utility of centered circular orbiting for medium- to large-diameter thermals while
providing new insights into the optimal parameters of the circular orbit.
Nomenclature
AR = aspect ratio
Cd0 = zero-lift drag coefficient
CL = coefficient of lift
D = drag, kg ⋅m∕s2
e = Oswald efficiency factor, 0.87
g = gravitational acceleration, 9.88 m∕s2
L = lift, kg ⋅m∕s2
m = mass, kg
S = wing surface area, m2
Va = velocity relative to air, m∕s
w0 = thermal intensity, m∕s
xc; yc = thermal center, m
γ = glide angle, rad
ρ = air density, 1.2682 kg∕m3
σ = thermal radius, m
ϕ = bank angle, rad
χ = heading angle, rad
I. Introduction
THE spread of low-cost unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is adevelopment with many promising applications. Low-energy,
unmanned flight expands options for search and rescue [1,2],
surveillance andmapping [3], and internet access [4,5]. A problematic
issue in using small, low-cost UAV for activities of longer duration,
however, is energy and the limits that places on the duration of flight
that a small UAV can maintain.
Flight through soaring (using wind and aerodynamics rather than
propulsion that uses onboard energy storage) is a technique that has
been used for low-energy flying since the beginning of modern
human flight. As early as the 1920s, glider enthusiasts have been able
to soar for hours, using the convective air properties of hills and
ridges. Subsequent innovations in onboard instrumentation, such as
the total energy compensated variometer, have enabled glider pilots
to detach from the sharp gradients of hills and fly farther as well as to
use other atmospheric phenomena, such as standing waves and
thermal updraft columns [6]. Birds have also been observedusing this
technique and to an impressive extent. Large frigate birds have been
found to stay aloft for months at a time [7]. These birds accomplish
this through taking advantage of natural energy sources such as
upward moving convective winds to propel their flight [8]. In
contrast, although capacity of onboard battery storage and efficiency
through aerodynamic design continue to improve, recent records for
longest continuous, unpowered UAV flight are on the order of
magnitude of just a few days [9,10].
In this paper, we consider the utilization byUAVs of a specific type
of atmospheric phenomena: thermal updraft columns. Thermal
updrafts provide columns of predominantly vertical, upward-moving
wind. These columns are of particular interest in path planning.
Although transient, they are often relatively slow to dissipate ormove
horizontally, and they can reoccur at predictable locations and times
based on local terrain conditions. One approach to soaring over a
distance is to move from one thermal updraft to another, orbiting
around a thermal updraft to build up potential energy and then gliding
onward to another updraft. In multivehicle situations, information
sharing about thermal detection can also benefit the performance of
all. Such strategies are described for instance in [11], where
stochastic approximation methods are used to estimate the centers of
moving thermals, which in turn are used to replenish total energy and
maintain flight, and in [12], which combines Bayesian updates of
probabilistic thermal updraft maps with traveling-salesman solutions
to navigate from a start region to a goal.
A key aspect in the utilization of a thermal updraft is
implementing an effective orbit for harvesting potential energy
from the updraft. This orbiting is also referred to as thermaling.
There have been multiple considerations recently of circular
orbiting around the estimated thermal center. In [13,14], an
asymptotically stable feedback control algorithm is developed and
implemented in flight tests for thermal centering, which estimates
the thermal center and guides a glider to a desired orbital radius
based on climb rate readings. In [15], the energy efficiency of the
orbital radius for a circular orbit in relation to thermal size and solar
input is examined. In all of the referenced approaches and all of the
approaches known to the authors, thermaling is considered in terms
of a circular orbital trajectory centered around the estimated center
of a thermal.
Here, we examine the performance of thermaling trajectories
without the a priori assumption of centered, circular orbits. Using
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the Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto (LGL) pseudospectral method for
computational optimal control, as described in [16,17], we generate
numerical solutions to maximize altitude gain for a range of
scenarios, considering various sizes and intensities of thermals.
These numerical solutions suggest two available thermaling
strategies in addition to centered, circular orbiting for consideration
in some cases: off-centered circling and figure eights. We compare
the performance of these alternate strategies to the best-case scenario
performance limits of centered, circular orbiting strategies. Initial
findings for this paper were presented in [18], where preliminary
analysis was performed on a simple thermal model without
consideration of external downdrafts. Here, we compute all results
using a thermal model that incorporates external downdrafts; we also
expand extensively on results and methods.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we establish
themodels used in this paper for thermal updrafts and glider motion.
In Sec. III, we formulate two optimal control problems. The first
problem is the “free start” problem; it maximizes altitude at a final
time while also optimizing over free initial conditions,
unconstrained except by the physical limits of the glider and an
initial altitude. The second problem is the “fixed start” problem,
which fixes initial conditions. This section also provides the details
of the numerical method used. Solutions to the free and fixed start
problems show the alternate strategies emerging depending on
thermal parameters and start conditions. Section IV provides
performance analysis of three heuristic control strategies suggested
by these results. The first suggested strategy, unsurprisingly, is a
control that generates circular orbits centered around the thermal
center. The second strategy is asymmetric circular orbits, with
centers offset from the thermal center. The third strategy is a family
of figure-eight trajectories.
II. Thermal and Glider Models
A. Thermal Model
This paper assesses solutions over the Gedeon thermal model for
column-shaped thermal updrafts. The Gedeon model is a
modification of the Gaussian thermal model. The Gaussian model
simulates only vertical wind, with the intensity of the vertical wind
as a function of distance from the thermal center. The model
captures the maximum wind strength found at the thermal center
and the dropoff in intensity farther from the center. This model is
used for instance in [12–14,19] and in our presentation of initial
results in [18]. The intensity of the vertical wind is given by the
following equation:
Wzx; y  w0e−d2∕σ2 (1)
wherew0 is the maximum intensity of the thermal; σ is referred to as
the thermal radius and determines its size; xc; yc is the center of the
thermal; and d is the horizontal distance from the center:
d 

x − xc2  y − yc2
q
As the atmosphericmodeling review [20] describes, theGaussian
updraft model balances tradeoffs between accuracy and complexity.
In addition to omitting horizontal wind, the model does not factor in
the exterior downdraft region often found around thermals. The
modification of the Gaussian model that we consider in this paper is
one that does include exterior downdraft: theGedeon thermalmodel
[21]. The Gedeon model modifies the Gaussian model with a
multiplicative factor that generates a downdraft outside the thermal
core. Vertical wind is defined by








Figure 1 illustrates an example Gedeon updraft profile.
Throughout the following numerical simulations, we will consider
a range of values for thermal intensityw0 and thermal radius σ. This
range has been chosen from the experimental data found in [22] as
well as [23].
B. Glider Model
For flight modeling, we use the aircraft dynamics derived in [24].
This choice of dynamics contrasts to circular thermaling approaches
such as [13–15], which, because of the symmetry of circular orbits,
are able to assume constant velocity and constant glide angle. We do
not restrict these to necessarily remain constant. For zero thrust, and










Va cos χ cos γ
Va sin χ cos γ
−Va sin γ Wz
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 fX; u1; u2
(3)
Fig. 1 Example Gedeon updraft profile.
Table 1 Coefficient values for simulated ASW 28
Feature Parameter Value
Mass m 240 kg
Wing surface area S 0.5 m2
Zero-lift drag coefficient Cd0 0.00806
Oswald efficiency factor e 0.87













































































are the aerodynamic lift and drag forces, respectively. The values u1
and u2 are the control inputs. We apply these dynamics to the values
provided by the technical specifications for the ASW 28 glider [25]































































with unspecified values estimated from available experimental data.
The values used are provided in Table 1.
III. Optimal Control Thermaling Trajectories
A. Free Start Optimal Control Problem
For a given thermal, the following control is established to





_Xt  fXt; u1t; u2t; z0  0
juktj ≤ 10; ∀ t ∈ 0; T; k  1; 2
This problem maximizes final altitude over control inputs and
free start conditions X0. All start conditions are free with the
exception of start altitude z0, which is set to zero. State vector
X and its dynamics fXt; u1t; u2t are provided by Eq. (3).
The input u1 controls rate of change of bank angle, and u1 controls
rate of change of CL, which is analogous to control of the angle of
attack. We additionally impose the following bounds on state
values:
jxj ≤ 400; jyj ≤ 400; 20 ≤ Va ≤ 30;






; 0 ≤ CL ≤ 1
Finite bounds on the states are required by the numerical
methods. These bounds aremostly inactive in the control solutions.
The minimum-velocity constraint comes from the stall speed
specifications in [25].
To generate numerical solutions to this problem, we discretize the
control problem using the LGL pseudospectral method. The LGL
pseudospectral method discretizes the time domain 0; T atN nodes,
with nodes determined by the boundary nodes t1  0, tN  T and the
roots of the derivative of the N − 1th-order Legendre polynomial
linearly transformed from the domain −1; 1 to the domain 0; T. All
constraints are collocated at these time nodes. States and controls are
interpolated as the Lagrange polynomial through these nodes. The
differential constraints are approximated by evaluating the derivative
of the states’ Lagrange polynomials at each node and constraining
this by the dynamics function at each node. These methods are
described in detail in [16,17].
This discretization results in a finite-dimensional optimization
problem. For time nodes ftigNi1, there are 2N  8 decision variables
for the discretized free start problem: fu1tigNi1, fu2tigNi1, and
Xt1. There are 8N constraints from the state dynamics and 10N
constraints from state and control bounds. For all control problems in
this paper, N  120 discretization nodes are used. Thus, the size of
the discretized free state problem is 968 decision variables and 2160
constraints. The resulting finite-dimensional optimization problem
creates a nonlinear programming problem, which we solve using the
commercial SQP solver SNOPT [26]. Optimality and feasibility
tolerances for SNOPT are set to 10−3.
Through trial and error, the end time value T  60 s has been
chosen. This time interval provides a long enough interval for a
repeated orbital pattern to emerge while remaining short enough to
allow for high-fidelity results, given the number of discretization
nodes. Figure 2 shows representative solutions, for thermal radii
σ  50, 100, 150, 200 m and intensity w0  2 m∕s.
These numerical solutions suggest a switch in optimal strategies
between small-radius thermals and larger ones. As thermals grow in
radius, optimal control solutions approach centered circular orbits,
with the exception of entrance and exit boostwhen going in and out of
the thermal. For smaller radii, however, numerical solutions produce
distinctly off-center orbits. Figure 3 documents the transition from
centered to off-centered orbits for w0  2 and 6 and σ from 40 to
250 m. As Fig. 3 shows, this transition is also dependent on the
intensity of the thermal. Higher intensity thermals can support tighter
circular orbits.
B. Fixed Start Optimal Control Problem
We also examine solutions to problems for which not all initial
conditions are free. In the real-world scenario of a glider approaching
a thermal, initial location and velocity, for example, may not be free.
In a limited time frame, this canmake for tradeoffs in the optimality of






_Xt  fXt; u1t; u2t; z0  0
x0  x0; y0  y0; Va0  V0a
juktj ≤ 10; ∀ t ∈ 0; T; k  1; 2
with the same imposed state bounds as the free start problem. The
values of x0, y0, andV0a are fixed parameters of the scenario. Figure 4
shows representative solutions for the fixed state control problem.
For this fixed start problem, a third type of trajectory emerges in
numerical solutions. In these cases, the numerical solutions suggest a
completely new control strategy: figure eight.
Solutions generated via the methods in this section provide
extremal solutions that satisfy the conditions for local optima.
Because the optimal control problems established in this section are
nonconvex, numerical solutions provide local optima, but global
optimality cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the next section will examine
in more detail the comparative performance of the three strategies































































seen in the optimal control numerical solutions. We analyze the
performance of three thermaling control strategies. The first strategy
is to maintain a circular orbit around the center of the thermal.
Parameterizing over the domain of possible values for the orbits, we
find the best-case centered circular orbits, given thermal intensityw0
and size σ. We then look at off-centered circular orbits. Finally, we
implement a bank angle switching control that approximates figure-
eight shapes.
IV. Thermaling Strategies
A. Centered Circular Orbits
Solutions that begin in a stable, centered, circular orbit have
zero-valued controls and are uniquely determined by initial
conditions. Each possible circular orbit can be defined by the pair of
values provided by bank angle and coefficient of lift ϕ; CL. Because
of the radial symmetry of the thermal updraft profile, a stable orbit
around the thermal will have the following properties:
ConstantVa: _Va  0 (6)
Constant γ: _γ  0 (7)
Constantϕ: _ϕ  0 (8)
ConstantCL: _CL  0 (9)
Let the initial bank angle and coefficient of lift be the parameters






























Combining the previous two equations leads to











The horizontal velocity of the trajectory is given byVh  Va cos γ,
and the radius of the circular orbit in the x–y plane this generates is
r  jVh∕_χj. Using Eqs. (3) and (5), this simplifies to


































































 2mcos γ2ρSCL sinϕ
 (11)






















Observing that, on a circular orbit, the heading vector and the














We note that, in the glider dynamics model, the z axis is oriented
downward; thus, the value of γ in the circular orbits is negative,
and sin γ cancels the minus sign in Eq. (12). Equations (10–12)
provide the steady-state orbit values of γ, r, and Va for the zero-
valued controls, given the initial bank angle and coefficient of
lift ϕ; CL.
Figure 5 provides the γ, r, Va, ϕ, and CL values for the best
performing circle for each thermal radius σ at thermal intensities
w0  2 m∕s and w0  6 m∕s, generated by parameterizing ϕ and
CL over the intervalϕ ∈ 0; 1,CL ∈ 0; 1. The specific values of the
parameters are given in Table 2 (case 1).
We observe that maximum CL is always optimal (in this case, that
maximum value is 1 for CL ∈ 0; 1), whereas bank angle has
tradeoffs depending on thermal radius. Of particular interest in the
bank angle tradeoffs is the relationship between the optimal bank
angle and the optimal airspeed Va. Many controllers use the sink
polar curves, which establish the relation between bank angle,
velocity, and sink rate, to choose the best velocity for banking.
However, when circling a thermal, there is an additional
consideration, which is that a lower velocity at a given bank angle
creates a smaller radius for the circular orbit. This in turn gains more
updraft wind from the thermal as the glider orbits closer to the center.
Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of this on the optimal velocity for
centered circular thermaling, given bank angle. The left plot shows
sink polar curves for bank angles −0.9, −1.0, and −1.1 rad for the
ASW in no wind. Marked dots show the (lower) airspeeds that
minimize sink rate in a thermal with intensity w0  2 and several
values of σ. The right plot shows the sink polar curves for bank angles
−0.9, −1.0, and −1.1 radians for the ASW in no wind versus sink
polar curves for glider circling a thermal of size w0  2, σ  100.
One finds that the optimal banking velocity when thermaling is
lower than the velocity suggested by the sink polar curves and that
this effect is dependent on thermal size.
B. Off-Center Circles
We now consider off-centered circular orbits: circular orbits with
orbital centers offset from the thermal center. This offset is
diagrammed in Fig. 7. An offset orbit has the advantage of traveling
closer to the thermal center during the nearest portion of its orbit, with
the disadvantage of traveling farther from that thermal center in other
portions. We examine whether this tradeoff can be beneficial, as
suggested by the optimal control solutions.
We consider values of ϕ andCL, which set the size and velocity of
the circular orbit, and additionally values of the orbit offset δ. For pair
Fig. 5 Values for best performing centered circular orbit per thermal
radius.
Table 2 Parameter values for simulations
Parameter Values (start:increment:end)
Case 1: centered circles (Fig. 5)





Case 2: off-centered circles (Figs. 8 and 10)






Case 3: off-centered circles (Fig. 12)






Case 4: figure eights (Figs. 10 and 12)







































































ϕ; CL, we use the values of γ, r, and Va for bank angle and
coefficient of lift ϕ; CL provided by the steady-state solutions from
Sec. IV.A for initial conditions. Trajectories are generated by
propagating the zero-valued controls through the dynamics with the
initial conditions:
XT0   0 r δ 0 Va γ 0 ϕ CL T
Orbits are started at the farthest edge away from the center of the
thermal, so as not to provide a starting advantage to off-center orbits
in the finite time interval. As with the control problems of Sec. III.A,
trajectories are computed for a final time T  60 s. For Gedeon
thermal intensities ofw0, we compute trajectories over the following
grids of parameter values:ϕ from −0.9; − 0.1 in steps of 0.01 rad; δ
from [0, 160] in steps of 5 m; and σ from [10, 250] in steps of 10 m.
When offset δ  0, the orbits are equivalent to the centered circular
orbits.We setCL  1 due to the results of Sec. IV.A. These values are
summarized in Table 2 (case 2).
Figure 8 shows values for the best orbits from these
combinations per thermal radius σ for a thermal of intensity w0 
2 m∕s and a thermal of intensity w0  6 m∕s. At each value of σ,
Fig. 8 plots the final height of the best-performing orbit out of all
the computed combinations for ϕ and δ. For both thermal
intensities, results show for small-radius thermals a changeover
from centered orbits performing the best to off-center orbits
performing best. In the case of w0  2 m∕s, this changeover
happens without much benefit; at that size of thermal, both
strategies lose altitude. However, for the stronger intensity thermal
of w0  6 m∕s, switching to an offset thermaling orbit allows for
altitude gains that would be missed by the centered strategy. These
thermal values are all within the atmospheric experimental
measurements presented in detail in [22].
C. Figure Eights
We finally consider the possibility of effective figure-eight
strategies, which steer through the thermal center, reversing bank
angle in each revolution. Because of the difficulty of deriving analytic
solutions for this case, as with Sec. IV.B, we approach this using a
large-scale parameterization study. Figure 9 illustrates the parameter-
based control strategy. The strategy switches between a clockwise
circular portion with bank angle −ϕmax and a counterclockwise
circular portionwith bank angleϕmax. In between circular portions of
the trajectory, the control linearly drives the bank angle from−ϕmax toFig. 7 Glider orbits offset from thermal center by distance δ.
Fig. 8 Values for best performing offset circular orbits per thermal radius.
































































ϕmax and vice versa. Parameter δ1 is the length of time that the UAV
spends banking at the maximum bank angle. Parameter δ2 is the
length of time that the UAV spends switching between the maximum
and minimum. Additional parameters are start distance x0 (the UAV
starts at the leftmost point of the clockwise circle with y0  0) and
start velocityV0a. In total, the intervals of both control signal stages are
parameterized as well as the maximum bank angle, the starting
distance from the thermal center, and the starting velocity, creating a
five-parameter problem. Using this brute-force parametric strategy,
a number of produced trajectories do not end up as figure eights. We
accept them regardless, with the assumption that trajectories that veer
away from the thermal will also be poor performing. For each thermal
radius, we examine the best performing trajectories, and the best
parameter values are then found. The parameter values used are given
by Table 2 (case 4).
Figure 10 compares the performance of these figure eights to the
circles of the previous sections. An interesting feature of the figure-
eight trajectory is that, unlike the circular orbits, the figure eights are
able to start at higher velocities, using larger loops. It is notable that
the low velocities of circular orbits are inherent, arising directly from
their optimal, stable orbit solutions. The fact that figure-eight
trajectories can use higher velocities while still efficiently gaining
height may provide opportunities for preserving kinetic energywhen
thermaling for short time periods. For the comparisons in Fig. 10,
however, we match kinetic energy. Starting velocity of the figure
eight for thermal with values w0; σ is set to the velocity of the best
performing circular orbit for the thermal. Figure 11 illustrates some
sample best-performing figure eights and provides the control signals
for these trajectories.
V. Conclusions
The solutions in this paper suggest that alternatives to centered,
circular thermaling may have the potential to increase the options for
energy harvesting from thermal updrafts. The off-centered and
figure-eight strategies in Sec. IV outperform the standard circular
approach in certain scenarios, which may help broaden the range of
size and intensity of fruitful thermals. Figure 12 illustrates the
expansion of options provided by these strategies. The best possible
centered, circular orbits for each thermal intensity and size create a
front delineating useful from nonuseful thermals for that orbital
strategy. Useful thermals provide enough updraft to gain altitude by
orbiting with this strategy. Figure 12 on the left illustrates this front
for the ASW glider performing ideal centered, circular orbits. On the
right, it shows the extension of this front for off-centered and figure-
eight orbits. Although not always advantageous, these strategies
create additional options for small-sized thermalswith relatively high
intensities.
The goal of this paper is to stimulate conversation on alternative
thermaling strategies. There is still work needed to show the
practicality of alternate strategies such as those analyzed in this paper.
The asymmetric movement around the thermal core may introduce
flight stability and feasibility issues. The figure-eight solutions in
Fig. 11, for instance, show that the control strategy presented can lead
to large oscillations in flight angle γ. These oscillations may not be
feasible for the aircraft. The figure-eight control solutions in Fig. 4,
however, which satisfy bounds on γ, suggest that better control
strategies for figure eights are available.
Another topic of future work is the impact of uncertainty on the
various strategies. In real-world applications, thermal size and
intensity are usually unknowns. We believe that uncertainty may
actually provide an opportunity for the types of alternate strategies
that we have looked at. The control strategies in this paper contrast
Fig. 10 Performance of best parametric eights versus offset and
standard circles.































































to contour-based controllers, which aim to stabilize around a level
energy contour of a thermal. Instead, they suggest an opening for
adaptive climbing controllers, which navigate toward updraft
peaks. This may provide opportunities for estimation. Estimation
can be at odds with energy harvesting with circular orbits
not providing enough information to estimate both size and
intensity, whereas gradient ascent may be able to provide more
information.
Fig. 12 Smallest useful thermal radii per thermal intensity using ASW 28.
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